29 Although the distribution of average fetal pulmonary trunk (PT) blood flow favors the ductus 30 arteriosus (DA) over the lungs, the phasic aspects of this distribution during systole and 31 diastole are not well understood. Accordingly, flow profile and wave intensity (WI) analyses 32 were performed at baseline and during brief flow increases accompanying an extrasystole 33 (ES) in ten anesthetized late-gestation fetal sheep instrumented with PT, DA and left 34 pulmonary artery (PA) micromanometer catheters and transit-time flow probes. At baseline, 35 83% of mean PT flow crossed the DA and 17% entered the lungs. However, early-systolic 36 flow associated with a forward-running compression wave (FCW is ) was higher in the PA, and 37 predominant DA flow only emerged in mid-systole when a large PA backward-running 38 compression wave (BCW ms ), which reduced PA flow, was transmitted into the DA as a 39
these flow patterns interpreted as evidence that right-to-left DA shunting in this part of the 82 cardiac cycle is mainly related to a reversal of PA flow (7, 34, 35, 37) . 83
Given the apparent diversity of fetal PT, DA and major PA flow interactions, three 84 complementary approaches are likely to facilitate their elucidation. The first is direct 85 comparison of phasic blood flow changes between these sites throughout the cardiac cycle, an 86 evaluation which is yet to undertaken. The second is beat-by-beat analysis of systolic inter-87 relationships between adjacent vascular segments (43) via use of a ventricular extrasystole 88 (ES) to produce transient post-extrasystolic rises in cardiac contractility and stroke volume 89 (6). Current data suggest that the PA BCW ms and its velocity effects are transmitted in a 90 highly linear manner into the PT after an ES (43). However, it is unknown whether systolic 91 transmission of PT waves into the DA and PA, and the PA BCW ms into the DA, exhibit 92 similar relationships. The third approach is to characterize flow dynamics using a 93 mathematical model, which permits independent assessment of factors potentially involved in 94 hemodynamic interactions (22, 23). However, no previous model has specifically focused on 95 the PT, DA and major PA region in the fetus. 96
This study therefore had three main aims. The first was to directly compare PT, DA 97
and PA blood flow profiles within late-gestation fetal lambs in both systole and diastole. The 98 second was to evaluate PT-PA-DA systolic interactions in the same experimental preparation, 99 by examining WI inter-relationships and their associated flow effects at steady-state and after 100 an ES. The third was to use mathematical modeling of PT-DA-PA dynamics to clarify the 101 specific physiological mechanisms contributing to experimental WI and flow patterns. 102 via a volume-controlled ventilator (900C Servo, Siemens-Elema, Solna, Sweden), 111 supplemented by intravenous infusion of ketamine (1-1.5 mg/kg/hr), midazolam (0.1-0.15 112 mg/kg/hr) and fentanyl (2-2.5 mg/kg/hr). Oxygen saturation was monitored continuously 113 with a pulse-oximetry sensor (Oximas Dura-Y, Tyco Healthcare, Pleasanton, CA) applied to 114 the ear. The right common carotid artery was cannulated for monitoring of blood pressure 115 (90308 Multiparameter Monitor, Spacelabs. Medical, Redmond, Wash) and sampling for 116 blood gas analysis (ABL 620, Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark), with ventilation adjusted 117 to maintain arterial O 2 tension at ∼120 mmHg and arterial CO 2 tension at ∼40 mmHg. 118
After a midline laparotomy, the fetal head was exteriorized through a hysterotomy and 119 placed into a saline-filled glove to prevent any loss of lung liquid. Cannulae were inserted 120 into the left external jugular vein for fluid administration, and into the ascending aorta via the 121 left common carotid artery for pressure monitoring and blood sampling. The left forelimb and 122 upper thorax were exteriorized, a thoracotomy was performed in the 3 rd left interspace, the 123 pericardium incised and major vessels carefully dissected for placement of transit-time flow 124 probes (Transonic Systems, Ithaca, NY) around the PT (10-14 mm 'A series'), left PA (4-6 125 mm 'S series') and DA (8-10 mm 'A series'). Polyvinyl tubing snares were placed around the 126 DA and distal to the flow probe in 6 fetuses, and around the main PA in 4 fetuses. A catheter 127 was inserted through a purse-string suture into the PT to measure pressure. Through separate 128 purse string sutures, one 2.5F micromanometer catheter (Millar Instruments, Houston, TX) 129 was inserted into the distal part of the PT and passed into the DA, a second was placed into 130 returned to baseline, so that WI analyses could be performed in duplicate. At the end of the 139 study, animals were killed with a pentobarbitone sodium overdose (100 mg/kg). 140
Physiological data Aortic and PT blood pressures were measured via the fluid-filled 141 catheters with a transducer referenced to atmospheric pressure at the level of the left atrium 142 and calibrated against a water manometer before each study. Signals from fluid-filled or 143 micromanometer catheters and flow probes were digitized at a sampling rate of 1 kHz using 144 programmable acquisition and analysis software (Spike2, Cambridge Electronic Design, 145
Cambridge, UK). No data filtering was employed, apart from a 48 Hz low-pass filter at the 146 time of analysis to remove electrical interference from signals. 147
To calibrate high-fidelity pressure signals, mean PT micromanometer pressure was first 148 matched to the mean pressure of the fluid-filled PT catheter. The late-diastolic portions of 149 DA and left PA micromanometer waveforms were then matched to the corresponding 150 segment of the PT micromanometer pressure. A zero-offset calibration of all flow probes was 151 performed prior to each experiment using a water bath. To check that offset calibrations of 152 DA and left PA probes were maintained in situ, flow data were recorded while the DA or 153 main PA were briefly (2-3 sec) and completely occluded by tightening of the snares around 154 these vessels. During these occlusions, neither DA (0.02 ± 0.03 L/min, P = 0.2, n=6) nor left 155 PA flow (0.001 ± 0.009 L/min, P = 0.8, n=4) differed from zero. To ensure that PT, PA and 156 DA flows were internally consistent, RV output was derived in each fetus as the sum of 157 steady-state mean DA flow and the combined left and right PA flow, calculated as the product 158 of measured left PA flow and the total-to-left lung weight ratio (2.55 ± 0.14). The measured 159
PT flow was then matched to the calculated RV output using a scaling factor (1.10 ± 0.17). 160
All subsequent hemodynamic and WI analyses were performed using this adjusted PT flow. 161
Blood flow measurements obtained from the PT, PA and DA comprised 1) peak early-162 systolic flow, 2) peak mid-systolic flow, 3) mean flow, 4) proto-diastolic flow and 5) average 163 diastolic flow. Proto-diastolic flow comprised the average of the prominent negative peak 164 evident in the PA flow profile in the period spanning the dicrotic notch of the PA pressure 165 profile (and thus pulmonary valve closure), with PT and DA flows measured over the same 166 interval. Average PT, PA and DA diastolic flows were measured from a point immediately 167 after the peak which followed the dicrotic notch, to the start of the ensuing pressure/flow 168 systolic upstroke (Fig. 3A&B) . In order to permit a direct comparison with PT and DA flows, 169 reported PA flows refer to the calculated combined left and right PA flow values. 170
Wave intensity analysis PT, DA and left PA blood flows were converted to velocity (U) 171 using cross-sectional area derived from a caliper measurement of vessel diameter (42). For 172 steady-state WI analysis, an ensemble average of P and U signals was generated from a 173 median of 35 beats (range 25-60). Beat-by-beat WI analysis was performed in the two beats 174 preceding the ES and in seven consecutive beats that followed the ES, an interval which 175 spanned the return of post-ES variables to baseline levels (43). When present, the ES itself 176
was not analyzed, as it varied considerably in magnitude and timing. Two sets of beat-by-177 beat analyses were performed in all fetuses, and comprised either runs with and without a 178 distinct ES beat (n = 6) or duplicate runs with no distinct ES (n = 4). In all analyses, the rates 179 of change of PT, left PA and DA blood pressure (dP/dt) and velocity (dU/dt), and the product 180 of these differentials (i.e. "time-corrected" net WI), were calculated (26, (42) (43) (44) (45) . 181
Due to the extent of temporal overlapping of waves in central arteries of the fetus, 182 accurate quantitation of wave magnitude requires separation of WI into forward and backward 183 components (42-44). To perform this separation, wave speed (c) was obtained with the P-U 184 loop method using the relation ρc = dP/dU (17), where ρ is blood density (assumed as 1050 185 kg/m 3 ). For both ensemble-averaged and individual beats, dP/dU was calculated using least 186 squares linear regression from the P-U slope during early systole, when the contribution of 187 backward-running waves is minimal (17, 18, 26, 43, 44) . Time lags between P and U data 188 points related to hardware-related delays (14) and any difference in the relative positions of 189 flow probe and micromanometer measurement sites were corrected by aligning the peak 190 second derivatives of these signals. As noted previously (42), all three sites displayed highly 191 linear early-systolic P-U relations (R 2 ≥ 0.99). waves (WI -) was calculated as WI ± = (dP ± /dt)(dU ± /dt), where the pressure and velocity 196 differentials associated with these waves were given by dP ± /dt = ½ (dP/dt ± ρc⋅dU/dt) and 197 dU ± /dt = ½ (dU/dt ± 1/ρc⋅dP/dt) respectively. Waves causing a pressure increase (dP ± /dt > 0) 198 were classified as compression waves, while waves causing a pressure decrease (dP ± /dt < 0) 199 were classified as expansion waves (8, 26, (42) (43) (44) (45) . The forward and backward components of 200 pressure (P ± ) and velocity (U ± ) were obtained by integrating the appropriate P or U 201 differentials (21). Wave size was quantified with the cumulative intensity (CI) as well as the resistance (R Lung , R LBP ) and compliance (C Lung , C LBP ) of the lungs and the 215 combined lower body and placenta (LBP) respectively (Fig. 2) . Z PA and Z DA were calculated 216 to achieve well-matched coupling to the appropriate 1D segment (22), R Lung and R LBP were 217 computed on the basis of experimental mean pressure/flow data, C LBP was estimated on the 218 basis of pulse pressure, while C Lung was set to achieve the mean PA BCW ms /FCW is CI ratio 219 obtained in the experimental studies. The boundary condition at the PT inlet was prescribed 220 as a forward-component of RV pressure combined with a numerical pulmonary valve (22, 221 23), and unless otherwise stated, any backward-running PT waves approaching the RV/PT 222 interface were assumed to be completely absorbed without reflection when the pulmonary 223 valve was open. The respective group-averaged wave speeds from experimental studies were 224 applied to the 1D segments, while segment diameters (1.2, 0.9 and 0.9 cm for the PT, main 225 PA and DA) were also obtained from experimental studies.
To assess the role of large vessel compliance and propagation delay between forward 227 and backward waves, two model variants were compared. In the first (Model A), all 1D 228 segments were assigned a very short length (0.2 cm), thus approximating a classical lumped-229 parameter (i.e. 0D) model containing two 3Wk compartments representing the PA/Lung and 230 DA/LBP flow paths. In Model B, segment lengths (2.6, 7.0 and 2.6 cm for the PT, PA and 231 DA respectively) and the locations at which pressure and flow were monitored (0.3, 1.2 and 232 1.27 cm from the junction of these vessels) were estimated on the basis of wave speed and 233 wave timing information derived from experimental studies, thus accounting for both wave 234 propagation effects and PT/DA/major PA compliance. As Model B did not fully reproduce 235 WI features seen in experimental studies, a third model variant (Model C) additionally 236 incorporated an impedance mismatch at the RV/PT interface, so that any backward-running 237 waves were partially reflected with a reflection coefficient of 0.36, calculated from 238 experimental data as the ratio of PT FCW ms ΔP to PT BCW ms ΔP. For all models, WI 239 analysis was performed as described in the preceding section. 240
Statistical Analysis Experimental data were analysed using Statistical Package for the 241 Social Sciences Version 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago), with logarithmic transformation 242 performed before analysis where data were non-normally distributed. Baseline and beat-by-243 beat post-ES DA, PT and PA hemodynamic and WI data were analyzed using repeated 244 measures analysis of variance, and specific comparisons evaluated by partitioning within-245 animal sums of squares into individual degrees of freedom. As the pattern of change in WI 246 profiles was not different between duplicate ES datasets, ES data were pooled so that each 247 fetus yielded one dataset for inclusion in the final analysis. WI and flow relationships 248 amongst the PT, PA and DA were evaluated with least squares regression analysis, and 249 because both X and Y datapoints were associated with an error component, the regression 250 equation was calculated as the line of symmetry through the data (5). Individual animal 251 relationships were then averaged to obtain an overall regression equation for the study group. 252
Results are expressed as mean ± SD and significance was taken at P < 0.05. 253
Results

254
Baseline blood gases, hemodynamics and WI analysis Ascending aortic pH was 7.31 ± 255 0.02, Hb 12.4 ± 1.7 g/dL, Hb O 2 saturation 69 ± 7%, Po 2 24.5 ± 3.0 mmHg, Pco 2 48.9 ± 2.4 256 mmHg and base excess -2.4 ± 1.3 mmol/L. 257
Peak systolic and mean blood pressures in the PT and left PA were higher than in the 258 DA, while 83% of mean PT flow crossed the DA and 17% entered the lungs via the PA. 259
However, DA and PA phasic flow profiles displayed distinct temporal differences, with early 260 systolic peak flow in the PA being ∼50% higher than in the DA (P < Table 1 ). 266
Wave speed differed between the three sites, such that DA > PT > PA. Although 267 prominent in all sites, a FCW is and its associated ΔQ were smaller in the DA than PA (P < 268 0.025). Moreover, a BCW ms was substantial in the PT, particularly large in the PA, but quite 269 small in the DA (P < 0.001), with correspondingly similar differences in the associated ΔP, 270 ΔQ and BCW ms /FCW is ratios (all P < 0.001). By contrast, the DA contained a striking 271 FCW ms with a ΔQ similar to the DA FCW is (P = 0.7) but larger than that of a FCW ms present 272 in the PT and PA (P < 0.001; Fig. 3C -E, Table 2 ). 273
Dynamic blood pressure and flow changes Small rises (∼2 mmHg) in systolic PT, PA 274
and DA blood pressures (P < 0.001) occurred for several beats after an ES, while mean and 275 diastolic pressures fell by ∼2 mmHg (P < 0.001) at all sites in the first post-ES beat (see data 276 supplement). Mean PT, DA and PA flows all rose after an ES (P < 0.001), but the rise in the 277 early systolic PA flow peak (1.01 ± 0.31 L/min) exceeded that of the DA (0.44 ± 0.23 L/min, 278 P < 0.001). By contrast, the mid-systolic flow peak increased by 0.50 ± 0.22 L/min in the DA 279 (P < 0.001), but was unaltered in the PA (change 0.08 ± 0.25 L/min, P > 0.3; Fig. 4) . 280
Dynamic changes in WI analysis Apart from minor (≤10%) and transient changes in the 281
PT and PA, wave speed was unaltered after an ES (see supplemental data). As shown in Fig.  282 5, FCW is and BCW ms CI increased in the first post-ES beat (all P < 0.001), with 283 proportionally similar rises in the PT (155-160%), DA (144-146%) and left PA (146-175%). 284
However, the increase in DA FCW ms CI (56%, P < 0.001) was similar to the rise in PT 285 FCW ms CI (53%, P < 0.001), but less than half of the increment in DA FCW is CI (P = 0.002). 286
The CI of FCW is , FCW ms and BCW ms returned to control levels by the 3 rd -4 th post-ES beat. 287
By contrast, FEW ls CI fell only in the initial post-ES beat in the PT (−19%) and PA (−24%, 288 both P < 0.001), and was unchanged in the DA (P = 0.5). 289
As evident in Fig. 6 , the magnitude of FCW is and BCW ms ΔQ increased in the first post-290 ES beat (all P < 0.001), with proportionally similar rises in the PT (52-69%), DA (39-62%) 291
and PA (44-54%). By contrast, FCW ms ΔQ rose by only 16% in the PT and 28% in the DA 292 (both P < 0.001). The FCW is , FCW ms and BCW ms ΔQ returned to control levels by the 3 rd -4 th 293 post-ES beat. However, the absolute value of FEW ls ΔQ in the PT and PA fell by 6% (P < 294 0.025) and 18% (P < 0.001) respectively in the initial post-ES beat, but was unchanged in the 295 DA (P > 0.8). greater transmission of waves from the PT into the PA, resulting in flow and WI patterns (Fig.  315 9) that were much closer to experimental data (Table 1, Fig. 3 ). Specifically, 1) PA flow 316 exceeded DA flow in early systole, 2) PT flow fell abruptly in mid-systole, 3) the increase in 317 DA flow was bi-phasic, 4) a very large PA BCW ms was partially transmitted into the PT as a 318 BCW ms and into the DA as a FCW ms , 5) proto-diastolic flow was positive in the DA, negative 319 in the PA and near-zero in the PT and 6) diastolic flow was positive in both the DA and PT, 320 and near-zero but slightly negative in the PA. 321
Model B did not, however, predict a PT FCW ms , which may explain why the PT flow 322 reduction between early and mid-systolic peaks (46%) was more pronounced than in 323 experimental data (27%, Table 1 ). The additional incorporation of an impedance mis-match 324 at the RV-PT interface (Model C) had four main consequences ( exceeded those of the corresponding PT-DA relations (Fig. 7) . Importantly, despite the large 360 size of the DA, such preferential passage of the FCW is CI and ΔQ into the PA strongly 361 suggests that characteristic impedance (i.e. the ΔP/ΔQ ratio in the absence of reflection) in the 362 DA was higher than in the PA. This proposition was not only supported by modeling results, 363 but also by the observation that the magnitudes of PT and PA FEW ls CI and ΔQ all fell in the 364 first beat after an ES, whereas the DA FEW ls CI and ΔQ did not change (Figs. 5&6) . 365
In contrast to early systole, mid-systolic interactions predominantly occurred in the PA-366 to-PT and PA-to-DA directions, and were closely linked to the fates of a very large PA 367 BCW ms . Thus, in the PT, a mid-systolic reduction in flow (Fig 3, Table 1 ) was accompanied 368
by a large BCW ms that appears to be derived primarily from retrograde transmission of the PA 369 BCW ms into the PT (42, 44), as it is abolished by occlusion of the main pulmonary artery (11, 370 44). Moreover, baseline (Table 2 ) and ES data (Fig. 8) suggested that about one-third of the 371 PA BCW ms CI, but most of its ΔQ effects, were transmitted into the PT.
Unlike the PT, the DA flow profile displayed a mid-systolic augmentation associated 373 with a large FCW ms (Fig 3) for the remainder of the DA FCW ms was that the PT BCW ms (which arises from the PA 382 BCW ms ) was partially reflected at the PT/RV interface as a FCW ms that was then transmitted 383 into the DA. Such a dual origin of the DA FCW ms is consistent with the magnitude of the PT 384 FCW ms ΔQ (Table 2) , the finding that the PT FCW ms is markedly attenuated after occlusion of 385 the main PA (42, 44), and the results of our modeling simulations (Fig. 9) . 386
Under baseline conditions, DA FCW ms CI and ΔQ were ∼40% and ∼50% respectively 387 that of the PA BCW ms (Table 2) . However, the average slopes of the PA BCW ms -DA FCW ms 388 CI and ΔQ relations were 0.19 and 0.15 (Fig 8) , implying that there was only a limited 389 capacity for transient increases in the energy and flow effects of PA BCW ms to be transmitted 390 into the DA. Given our conclusion that the DA FCW ms in part arose as a transmission of the 391 PT FCW ms , one likely contributor to this phenomenon was an attenuated rise in the PT 392 FCW ms CI and ΔQ observed after an ES. The latter in turn implies that the degree of 393 reflection of the PT BCW ms at the RV-PT interface transiently fell after an ES. 394
The fetal PA flow profile characteristically displays a prominent negative peak around 395 the time of the dicrotic notch, (1, 19, 32, 34, 35, 37) , and may also exhibit negative (i.e. 396 retrograde) PA flow in the main part of diastole (2, 7, 27, 32, 37). No distinction has 397 previously been made between these two periods of negative PA flow, with proposed 398 mechanisms including an elastic recoil of major PA related to coupling of low compliance 399 large arteries with a high pulmonary vascular resistance (34, 35, 37) and a reflection of 400 pressure waves from a vasoconstricted pulmonary vascular bed (7). Delineation of the 401 specific mechanism underlying proto-diastolic and diastolic PA flow patterns is particularly 402 relevant as persistence of forward DA flow in both these phases of the cardiac cycle has been 403 attributed to a reversal of PA flow (7, 37). That this explanation might not be entirely correct, 404 This explanation accords with modeling data, where incorporation of large vessel compliance 416 produced diastolic flow patterns (Fig. 9 ) similar to experimental findings (Fig. 3) . Note that 417 our explanation does not preclude a potential contribution from branches beyond the major 418 PA to forward DA diastolic flow, but the variability of diastolic PA flow evident in published 419 figures (2, 7, 19, 27, 28, 32, 35, 37) implies that the extent of this contribution is dependent on 420 the balance between proximal and distal run-off. 421
A notable feature of the downstroke of the prominent proto-diastolic negative peak in PA 422 flow was that it occurred in conjunction with the PA FEW ls (Fig. 3) . As the FEW ls is a 423 manifestation of a rarefaction or "suction" wave arising from ventricular relaxation (49), this 424 coincidence not only indicates that proto-diastolic reversal of PA flow was intimately 425 associated with RV relaxation, but also provides further insight into the mechanism 426 underlying this reversal. Specifically, our data suggest that the elastic recoil previously 427 proposed for the negative proto-diastolic PA flow peak (34, 35) is related to an active release 428 of systolic PA pressure by the RV (via the FEW ls ). The extra blood volume stored in the 429 major PA during systole is then primarily distributed towards the path of least resistance (i.e. 430 the DA), thereby resulting in retrograde PA flow. Intriguingly, although the PA FEW ls is a 431 transmission of the PT FEW ls , our measurements of proto-diastolic PT, DA and PA flows 432 (Table 1) as one-dimensional compliant vessels with physiological lengths and wave speeds (Fig 9,  445 Model B), thus accounting for the delay between forward-and backward-running waves (i.e. 446 'wave propagation effects'). Importantly, this modification revealed a greater transmission of 447 waves (and flow) into the PA in early systole, compared with the DA, which was caused by a 448 lower PA-than-DA characteristic impedance. The further incorporation of an impedance mis-449 match at the PT-RV interface (Fig 9, Model C) led to a PT FCW ms that was transmitted into 450 the DA and PA, resulting in simulated PT, PA and DA flow waveforms that were very similar 451 to those obtained in vivo (Fig. 3 ). This final model therefore highlighted the hitherto 452 unrecognized role of three factors in the interaction of fetal PT-PA-DA flow dynamics, 453 namely 1) wave propagation effects, 2) a high DA but low PA characteristic impedance and 454
3) reflection of backward-running arterial waves at the PT-RV interface. Note that the 455 similarity of the DA flow profile in this final model, which does not account for backward-456 running waves in the DA, to that observed in vivo (Fig. 3B) , as well as the relatively small 457 size of such waves in the DA WI profile (Fig. 3E) , implies that backward-running waves 458 originating from the left ventricle and ascending aorta do not normally make a significant 459 contribution to fetal DA hemodynamics. In summary, the results of this study suggest that 1) a net preferential passage of fetal RV 491 output into the DA is overlaid by a distinct systolic pattern favoring flow distribution to the 492 PA in early systole, but the DA in mid-and late-systole, and 2) while DA right-to-left 493 shunting around the time of pulmonary valve closure is mainly due a reversal of PA flow, 494 continued DA shunting in diastole is primarily related to discharge of a more central vascular 495 reservoir filled in systole. These phasic flow patterns were accompanied by a characteristic 496 impedance which was higher in the DA than the PA. The combination of low PA 497 characteristic impedance but high pulmonary microvascular resistance observed in the fetus is 498 highly unusual, but appears to be a key element in the reservoir function of large PA. We 499 speculate that this unusual combination may also facilitate the rapid birth-related rise in 500 pulmonary blood flow (7, 27), as this rise could be achieved primarily through a reduction in 501 pulmonary microvascular resistance, without any need for major changes in the vascular 502
properties of conduit PA. Table 2 . 666 Table  672 2. 673 Table  676 2. 677 Abbreviations are as in Table 2 . Equations refer to average regression line. 685 13.4 ± 2.1 b 2.8 ± 2.1 7.7 ± 1.7 -8.0 ± 1.8 9.9 ± 1.2 9.6 ± 4.6 Table 2 . Table 2 . Equations refer to average regression line. Table 2 . Equations refer to average regression line. and DA lengths (Model B), and an impedance mismatch has been added at the RV-PT interface (Model C). Note that 1) FEW ms is a mid-systolic forward-running expansion wave arising from reflection of PA BCW ms at the PT-PA-DA junction, and other abbreviations are as in Table 2 , 2) the DA WA profile lacks backward-running waves, which arise from the thoracic aorta and have not been accounted for in the model, and 3) because vascular segments are very short in Model A, the BCW ms within the PT and PA WI profiles occurs almost entirely during the period of the FCW is . 
